LEADING THE WAY
WITH CASHLESS MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS
1. **An Offline Mode**
   In offline mode, your system keeps working even if your internet goes down. With Intercard’s system, you stay in business – no matter what.

2. **Product Know-how**
   At Intercard, we design and build both our hardware and software inhouse. Since we know how our products work inside and out, if there's any issue, we've got the solution.

3. **Offsite Automatic Backup**
   In business, you have enough to deal with. With Intercard’s maintenance free, vendor-hosted system, you’ll sleep better knowing that we have your system backed up and you will never loose your data.

4. **Secure, Cloud-based Software**
   Technology changes fast. Stay up-to-date with automatic software updates and know your data is protected with end-to-end encryption.

5. **Custom Solutions**
   No two businesses are alike. Get software that is flexible and can grow as you do. We can customize your system to fit your individual needs.

6. **Real Customer Service**
   LIVE customer service reps – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! Our technical specialists are always here for you.
iReader Series
Intercard’s iReaders are the fastest readers in the market and are easy to install and easy to maintain. With Intercard’s revolutionary cloud technology you can configure and operate an unlimited number of machines at multiple locations from one computer.

THE ULTIMATE iREADER
i3
- NFC Compatible - use your phone to play
- RFID & Magnetic Swipe
- Tap or swipe to play
- Programmable LED board
- Display guest photo or avatar in real time
- Run business or promotional advertisements on the screen

NANO and NANO ECLIPSE
- Most cost-effective reader in the industry
- Uses E-tickets, eliminating the need for paper tickets

WORLD’S #1 READER
iREADER ECLIPSE
- Oversized color display
- Programmable LEDs
- Display guest photo or avatar in real time
- Run business or promotional advertisements on the screen

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY BUDGET

iWAVE
- NFC Compatible - use your phone to play!
- Oversized color display
- Flashing LEDs to distinguish video games from redemption games
- Display guest photo or avatar in real time
- Tap and pay

THE EDGE
- Get the new trio of mobile apps for remote game management

- iSERVICE APP
  Remote game management made easy for one or more locations. All of your data is automatically updated on the server and in the cloud.

- INVENTORY APP
  Save money and enable easy management of redemption inventory from an Android or iOS mobile device.

- INTERCARD UPSHOT
  Give your customers an easy way to add value to multiple game cards directly from a mobile device instead of a trip to the teller.
POS SYSTEMS

iCASHIER
Station
- Manages all product and service including quick service food and beverages
- Register customer name, address, email, and birth date
- Capture customer photo
- Place games out of order and produce out-of-service report
- Consolidate cards with redemption points
- Preventative maintenance program and service log
- Customizable graphics

Mobile
- Service anywhere within your facility
- Sell and recharge cards
- Check account balances
- Register customers
- Redemption services
- Credit card reader
- Barcode scanner
- Webcam

iREDEMPTION
- Real-time accurate inventory
- Easy transactions
- Instant inventory updates through a digital packing list
- Eliminate paper tickets
- B-to-B replenishment system
- Notification to reorder merchandise
- Match redemption transactions to sales in same period
- Track redemption history by location

iGUARDIAN
iGUARDIAN is a security feature which pairs a child with their guardian to prevent a child from leaving with a stranger.
- Cards & wristbands
- Turnstiles
- Barcode scanners
- Security procedures
- Gate access

iTELLER ALL-IN-ONE
- “Buy More, Get More” program
- iTeller software includes “bonus cash” incentives
- Display promotions, special pricing, VIP notices on the optional 24-inch monitor
- Barcode scanner for managing emailed coupon and game card redemption
- Purchase multiple cards with only one transaction
- Create memberships
- Recharge cards
- Check account history
- Durable 14-gauge steel with a separate secured steel compartment for cash box

WORLD’S MOST RELIABLE TELLERS

iTELLERS + KIOSK

REGISTRATION KIOSK
- Self service customer registration
- Improved experience for every customer
- Check customer activity in real time
- Update customer information in real time
- Durable 16-gauge steel

CALL NOW TO INCREASE YOUR REVENUE BY UP TO 30%
Intercard has 30+ years of experience and operates in over 4,000 locations including North America, Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Europe, Australia, Africa and New Zealand. Millions of cards, thousands of readers and thousands of systems later, Intercard continues to lead the way in the amusement industry.